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About this guide
This is a user guide for the B2|Virtual Arena. An online version is available if you visit the following internet site
http://www.bbvisuals.no/e-learning/html/b2vca4.4/userguide.html

Should you have any problems or questions, please contact Visual Solutions by calling +47 55320000 or by sending an
email to support@bbvisuals.no

 

 

Introduction to B2|Virtual Arena
B2|Virtual Arena is an interactive meeting tool that allows IP-based video conferencing and application sharing across a
distributed environment. The application is a client to a B2 server cluster consisting of a B2|Collaboration and
Integration Server (CIS) cluster, and one or more B2|Media Servers to support client audio and video streaming.

Figure 1 - System overview

B2|Virtual Arena offers audio / video communication and application sharing within a shared environment on the desktop.
Since B2|Virtual Arena is a client of the B2|Collaboration and Integration Server, sessions are opened within the context
of projects and users registered in the B2 server cluster.

Scalability is ensured by adding more B2|Collaboration and Integration Servers to the cluster, and connecting more
B2|Media Servers to the cluster.

B2|Virtual Arena supports one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many collaborative scenarios, and has built in features
that allow users to apply different and asymmetric mitigation strategies in environments with limited bandwidth.

B2|Virtual Arena provides multi-windowing on any display surface, screen- or projector-based, without the use of
traditional hardware-based screen controllers or complex cabling or switching systems. A speaker and microphone

http://www.bbvisuals.no/e-learning/html/b2vca4.4/userguide.html
mailto:support@bbvisuals.no


(headset or stand-alone units) are required at each B2|Virtual Arena location to support audio streaming. A webcam is
required to support video streaming.

The following operating systems are supported by B2|Virtual Arena:

·         Microsoft Windows XP SP3 32 bit
·         Microsoft Windows 7 32- and 64 bit

 

For more information on B2|Virtual Arena, B2|Collaboration and Integration Server and B2|Media Server, please visit the
product pages on our web site www.bbvisuals.com.

 

 

Starting the program
 

Step 1 - Start B2|Virtual Arena
·         Go to the Microsoft Windows Start-button and click on the "All Programs".

Figure 2 - Start B2|VA from the Windows Start-button

 

·         Find the B2 folder and mouse over it, then click "B2 Virtual Arena" start menu selection.

Figure 3 - B2|Virtual Arena Icon

The B2|Virtual Arena program starts and – depending on the configuration – the Server Login dialog box or the Project
Launch dialog box is opened on the desktop.

 

http://www.bbvisuals.com


Step 2 – Connect to B2|CIS
The first time the program is started, the Server Login dialog box and the User options dialog box is opened on the
desktop. User options configuration is described later in this workflow.

Figure 4 - B2 Server login

 

Note that the “User ID” field is not available for editing. B2|Virtual Arena uses a single sign-on strategy, applying the user
identity you logged on to the PC with.

 

To connect to a B2|Collaboration and Integration Server, perform the following steps:

 

1. Specify the B2|Collaboration and Integration Server
If the B2|Virtual Arena program is a new installation, write the server name in the “Login Server” field. If the
current B2|Virtual arena program is a re-installation or an upgrade, the previously connected B2|Collaboration
and Integration Servers will be available from the field as a pull-down list.

2. Configure startup and login features
This is an optional action if the default settings are not accepted:

o    Login when Virtual Arena starts : If checked, the next time B2|Virtual Arena starts, it will log in to the



same B2|CIS as the previous session without displaying the login window.

o    Start Virtual Arena when the computer starts: If checked, B2|Virtual Arena will automatically start the
next time computer starts.

3. Log on to the B2|CIS
Connect to the targeted B2|CIS by clicking the “ Login” button. When completed successfully, B2|Virtual Arena
presents the B2 Project Launcher dialog box, presenting the projects defined in the B2|CIS.

Figure 5 - B2 Project Selection  dialog box

 

Note that you can revert to the login window by choosing the “ Disconnect” command from the B2 menu.

 

 

Step 3 - Adjusting audio playback and recording
If the User Options dialog box is not already open, open it from the “Tools / Options”  menu. Click the “Audio” tab to
configure the B2|Virtual Arena local audio settings.

 



Figure 6 - Local audio configuration settings

 
Note that the playback device configuration is enabled, as there are no active project session running. Playback device
configuration is restricted during active project sessions, as the audio streaming module does not allow changing the
playback device during active audio streaming.

If you are going to use an external headset or microphone, make sure that it is connected to the PC / laptop prior to
opening the User options dialog box if you want it to be presented as a valid choice.

 

1. Select playback device (speaker).
Select audio playback device from the “ Playback device” pull-down menu. The pull-down menu will present all
available playback devices identified by the PC / laptop operating system.

Note that you are not required to adjust the playback device volume yet, as no audio is currently streamed to
your B2|Virtual Arena.

 

2. Select input device (microphone) and adjust recording volume level.
Select the input device from the “Input device” pull-down menu. The pull-down menu will display all audio input
devices currently connected to the PC.

Adjust the volume level using the “Volume” slider while speaking into the microphone. Review the volume
gauge placed over the volume slider as you adjust volume. You want the green meter to peak at about 80%.

Note that on some input devices adjusting the volume slider has little or no effect. The "Boost" slider will
increase or decrease the recording volume of your input device if the volume slider adjustment range is not
sufficient. However, adjusting the boost level will boost background noise as well.

When you're not speaking, the volume gauge should be invisible or only show a couple of bars for the best user
experience. An area microphone, like those embedded in a web-camera, will cause volume gauge to rest around
half full when you're not speaking, and thus degrade the experience for other users with unpleasant background
noise.

 

3. Start with audio share
If you check the “Start with audio share ” checkbox, your audio will automatically be streamed when opening a



virtual collaboration session. The default setting is unchecked, and you will be required to manually activate the
audio streaming when joining the session.

 

 

Step 4 - Selecting a B2|Media Server
The B2|Media Server is an specialized server that supports the B2|Collaboration and Integration Server (CIS) audio and
video streaming performance. A B2|CIS cluster may be supported by several B2|Media Servers.

The B2|Media Server is selected from a dropdown menu in the network options panel. Each B2|Media Server has a
name and a description, usually where it is located. Please select the media server closest to you in the network if there
is more than one available.

If you are uncertain about which you should select, please ask your network administrator.

Figure 7 - B2|Media Server selection

 

Note that B2|Media Servers are a required element of the B2|CIS cluster. If there are no B2|Media Servers configured for
the B2|CIS, login attempts to the B2|CIS will be rejected with a diagnostic error message. 

 

Step 5 - Start a virtual meeting
After setting the sound and media server settings you are now ready to start a virtual meeting or session.

There are three primary ways of starting a virtual meeting using B2|Virtual Arena, either by logging into an existing
meeting through the B2 Project Launcher window, by inviting someone to join a meeting or by being invited to a virtual
meeting.

 

Log into virtual collaboration session
The B2 Project launcher dialog box will present all B2|CIS projects you have access on the server. The available
projects are presented using the following visual cues:

o    Each project is presented with its defined name and the number of active participants in brackets



o    An active project session is presented with a green icon 

o    If no active project session (no participants logged in), the project is presented with a grey icon

The active session participant ID’s and application acronym are displayed by pressing the “+” to the left of the
project name.

Figure 8 - Virtual Arena project selection

 

Double-click the project icon of the project, or select “ Join” from the right-click menu to join a project session. If
you join an inactive project, the session will become active with you as the first participant.

 

Alternatively, enter an Arena URL in the URL window above the “ B2|Projects” tab, or select previous project
URLs from the pull-down menu. Press the green arrow to join the virtual collaboration session.

The project’s session scene window will open, presenting all project participants and optional shared
applications, as shown in the figure below.



Figure 9 – B2|Virtual Arena session window

 

After joining the meeting you will be able to start application sharing and video / audio collaboration with the
other participants in the meeting.

See section ”Functionality and operation” for more details on how to participate in a virtual meeting.

Issue project session invitations
You can use the B2 Project Launcher or Login dialog box “ B2 > Invite"  menu selection to invite a person to join
a virtual meeting. 

Figure 10 - Invite project members

 

After “Invite” is selected, a dialog box with an invite message template is presented as seen in the figure below.



Figure 11 – B2|Virtual Arena meeting invite template

 

There are some restrictions to the access of the configuration fields of the Invite Template dialog box:

·         If you are inviting from the B2 Login dialog box, you can select the B2|CIS server. 

·         If you are inviting from the B2 Project Launcher dialog box, server selection is inaccessible (greyed out).
If you have not joined a project, you can select which project to invite to.

·         If you have already joined a meeting on the server, server and project selection are inaccessible (greyed
out), and the invitation defaults to the B2 project you are currently participating in.

Edit the custom message (if required) and inspect the generated message in the “Message preview” field below
the custom message.

Click the “Copy to clipboard” button, and paste the invitation text into an e-mail / meeting invitation from Outlook
or an instant message request to be sent from MSN, Skype or similar to the person(s) you would like to meet
virtually.

 

If not participating in the selected project’s session, join by clicking on the "Join Project" button (if the meeting
is starting now), or select the "Close" button (if the meeting is starting later).

 

Accepting a meeting invitation



When receiving a meeting invitation through e-mail or instant messaging, you can join the meeting by either
clicking the browser link or the Arena login URL.

 

Figure 12 - Project invitation mail

 

 

When using Web login feature, click the browser link, and the Arena Web login page will appear in your default
browser, see the figure below.

 

Figure 13 - Arena Web login

 

Click the “Go to <project name> Meeting”  link to launch B2|Visual Arena and log into the project session.

 

In case HTTP-links are turned off in your e-mail or instance messaging client, you can use the special Arena
URL, as shown in the figure below:



 

Figure 14 - Arena URL login

 

Cut the Arena URL from the mail or web page, paste it into the Virtual Arena URL field of the B2 Projects window
and click the green arrow to log into the virtual session.

Note that you can only log on to a project where you are registered member. Login attempts from unregistered
users will be rejected by the system.

 

 

Closing the program
 

B2 virtual Arena offers different levels of closing the B2 application components:

·         Closing the current project session

·         Closing the B2 Project Launcher dialog box

·         Disconnecting from a B2|Collaboration and Integration Server

·         Exiting the B2|Virtual Arena program

 

Closing a project session
An active session is closed when you select the “ Project / Leave ” command from the session window menu or click the
title bar “Close” button. Your session window will close on the desktop, and your video widget will disappear from the
other meeting participant’s session scenes.

 

Figure 15 - Closing an active B2|Virtual Arena project

 

 



 

Closing the B2 Project Launcher dialog box
The B2 Project Launcher dialog box is closed by selecting the “ B2 / Close” command from the project launcher menu
bar.

 

Figure 16 - Close B2 Project Launcher

The launcher dialog box will close on the PC desktop, but the B2|Virtual Arena process will still be running in the
background, and is available for re-opening in the Windows system icon tray.

Figure 17 - System icon tray with B2 Project Launcher

 

 

Disconnecting from B2|CIS
When you select the “B2 / Disconnect ” command from the B2 Project Launcher dialog box, B2|Virtual Arena will
disconnect from the current B2|CIS. If present, the current B2 session scene will also close. The B2|Project Launcher
dialog box will be replaced with a B2|CIS login dialog box.

 

Figure 18 - Disconnect from B2 CIS

 

 

Exiting B2|Virtual Arena
Clicking the “B2 / Exit ” command from the B2 Project Launcher dialog box or the B2|CIS Login dialog box will



automatically close any ongoing sessions, disconnect you from the B2|CIS and shut down the B2|Virtual Arena
application.

 

Figure 19 - Exit B2 Virtual Arena

 

 

 

 

 

 

Functionality and operation
 

B2 Virtual Arena session window has a menu bar and a tool bar on the top of the screen, and a shared project scene
populated with several session “widgets”. 

B2 Virtual Arena has two different widget types. The Video Widget displays real-time video of the virtual meeting participants. The
Application Widget is optional, and presents a shared application from a project member’s PC desktop to the other virtual meeting
participants. All widgets can be resized, 3D rotated, minimized or maximized.

 



Figure 20 - Example of widgets in the session window

 

Each participant’s widget displays a color coded top bar that flashes in response to their current audio activity.

 

B2|Virtual Arena toolbar
Some of the most commonly used functions of B2|Virtual Arena are accessible through a toolbar on the top of the
session scene. The buttons are displayed with a highlighted background color when active, see Figure 21 below for an
example.

 

 Figure 21 – Toolbar buttons

 

 

Audio

By clicking on the "Audio" button , you start streaming of audio from your microphone to the meeting, and the
other meeting participants will be able to hear you. Press the button again to stop audio transmission.



Video

By clicking on the "Video" button , you start streaming of video from you camera to the other session participant’s
session scenes. Press the button again to stop transmission of video.

Application sharing

By clicking the "Application sharing" button on the toolbar, you can share your entire desktop, an application or a
rectangular region of your desktop with the other participants in the session.

An "Application sharing" dialogue box allows you to select what to be presented in the application widget.

Figure 22 - Application share dialog (application window sharing method)

B2|Virtual Arena supports three different modes of application sharing:

1.     Desktop - choose this option to share a multi-screen Windows desktop to the other participants 

2.     Screen - choose this option to share your monitor to the other participants. In case of several monitors (secondary
and primary), you select which monitor from the sharing list.

3.     Window - choose a single application window from a list to share this to the other participant’s session scenes. 

After selecting the desired sharing mode, click the Share button, and a shared application widget (iconized) will be



available on the Virtual Arena desktop for you and the other project participants to see.

 

Some sharing notes apply:

·         The toolbar share button becomes highlighted when you are sharing an application. Press the same button to stop
sharing the application. 

·         The shared application must be open and fully visible (not behind any other application windows) on your PC desktop to
be correctly presented in the Virtual Arena application share widget.

·         When sharing an application, the application widget can be moved around and resized and still remain visible for the
other participants. 

·         When a shared application window is minimized the widget will display a snapshot of the application right before it was
minimized. When the shared application window is restored it will continue to update as normal. 

·         The other meeting participants will be able to see your shared area, so be aware about what you share. 

·         When a shared application is closed, its application widget will disappear from the session window.

Shared mouse pointer

By clicking the "Mouse pointer" button , you will share with the other participants where you're pointing your
mouse pointer.

This feature can be useful when you want to draw the other participant’s attention to a certain part of the session scene.
The project participants will see a mouse pointer colored in the same color as your user widget top bar.

 

Video from other participants

By clicking the "No video from other participants"  button,  you will stop receiving video from other session that
has enabled video.

This feature can be useful if you have a limited bandwidth and want to use all available bandwidth for interactive
application sharing and / or audio. Click again to start receiving video from other participants that have enabled video.

 

 

Widget manipulation
Manipulation of widgets, such as moving, rotating, scaling, previewing and maximizing can be performed within the
shared scene. The widgets have context menus, which are accessed by right clicking within the widget frame.

All session participants have simultaneous control over the widgets in the B2|Virtual Arena session window. The first
person that takes control of a widget will lock the other’s access to the widget until he/she releases the widget. Widget
locking is visually represented by bars appearing on the left and right sides of the widget. The bars are color-coded to
match the top bar color of the user that has obtained control over the widget. 

The shared scene will be automatically zoomed in and out to accommodate all widgets within each user's session
window.

Users can also view or preview individual widgets maximized within the scene, without affecting the shared scene for other session
participants.



Centric Layout
Virtual Arena will automatically lay out the video and application share widgets for you. This is achieved by double-click
with the left mouse button on the video or application widget that should be “in focus”. Double click on any widget and it
will be brought to the center of the session window and the other widgets will be aligned automatically. Video widgets are
aligned along the top of the session window and unused share widgets are iconized along the bottom area of the session
window. Navigation reverts to free layout as soon as the automatic placement has completed.

To open an additional iconized sharing widget in free layout mode without invoking the automatic layout, use the right
mouse button and select de-iconize.

Move widget

Go to the toolbar and click the Move tool , then move your mouse pointer over the a widget. The cursor changes to
a pointer with a move icon.

Press down the mouse button. When the hourglass cursor disappears, drag the widget across the session scene.
Release the mouse button to stop the interaction.

Moving a widget is a shared action and will affect the shared scene for all session participants.

Adjust the widget size

Go to the toolbar and click the Scale tool , then move your mouse pointer over the widget. The cursor changes to a
pointer with a scale icon.

Press down the mouse button and cursor changes to a scale cursor. When the hourglass icon disappears, you have
been granted permission to scale the widget. Move mouse up above the selection point to scale down, or move the
mouse bellow the selection point to scale up. Note that the further away from the selection point you move your mouse
pointer, the faster you will scale. Release the mouse button to stop the interaction.

Scaling a widget is a shared action and will affect the shared scene for all session participants.

 

Rotate a widget

Go to the toolbar and click the Rotate tool , then move your mouse pointer over the a widget. The cursor changes
to a pointer with a rotate icon.

Press down the mouse button and cursor changes to a rotate cursor. When the hourglass cursor disappears, you have
been granted permission to rotate the widget. Release the mouse button to stop the interaction.

 

Note that video widgets and application widgets have different rotate properties:

·         Video widgets can be rotated horizontally by moving the mouse pointer to the left or right. 

·         Application widgets can also be rotated vertically (tilted) by moving the mouse pointer up or down. Note that



application widgets cannot be rotated horizontally and vertically at the same time.

Rotating a widget is a shared action and will affect the shared scene for all session participants.

 

 

Preview widget

Go to the tool bar and click the Preview tool , then move your mouse pointer over the a widget. The cursor should
change image to a pointer with a preview icon.

Press down the mouse button to preview the widget. When previewing a widget, you'll get a full-screen preview of the
widget's contents, even if it's minimized on the session scene. Release the mouse button to return to the original widget
presentation.

 

Note that this is not a shared action, and only you will see the preview.

 

 

Maximize widget

Go to the tool bar and select the Maximize tool , then move your mouse pointer over the widget. The cursor should
change image to a pointer with the maximize symbol.

Click the mouse within the widget frame to maximize the widget. When maximizing a widget, you’ll get a full-screen view
of the widgets contents, but the size does not return to normal when the mouse is released, as in the preview function.
Click again to reset the widget size.

 

Note that this is not a shared action, and only you will see the maximized view.

Centric Layout
Virtual Arena implements an automatic widget layout that can be used to quickly position widgets to a convenient default
configuration. Double-click on any widget or iconized share at any time will cause the centric-layout to reposition the
widgets with the chosen widget in the centre area of the scene. The user widgets will be aligned at the top of the scene
and any open share widgets will be iconized to the bottom staging area.
 

Reset all widgets
You can reset all widgets back to default position, size and rotation state (un-rotated) by selecting the "Reset all
widgets" from the Edit menu.

Note: since all participants are sharing the same view, this function will reset the view for all participants in the meeting.



Figure 23 - Reset widgets

 

Reset my interactions
In rare cases you may experience problems with widget interaction. If you have trouble interacting and manipulating with
widgets in B2|Virtual Arena, you can reset you interaction by selecting this option. Note that this operation is a local
operation and will not affect other users.

 

Figure 24 - Reset interactions

 
 

Application widget context menu
The Application Widget has a right-click context menu that can be used to perform special functions with the application
share widget, including offering other session participants the control of a shared application, and how the application is
presented on in the widget.

The application context menu differs for own shared application widgets and other participants shared application
widgets.

 

Figure 25 - Application context menus, sharer (left) and other session members (right)

 

Application share specific options:



·         “Send back” – If the application widget covers other widgets within the shared scene, this selection will send
the application widget to the background of the shared scene. Click the application widget to return it to the
foreground.

Left-click the widget to return its presentation to the front of the shared scene.

·         “Zoom” – Zoom in and out on the shared application window. Vertical and horizontal sliders will enable you to
manipulate the visible part of the application widget. 

This setting will not affect the shared scene for other session participants.

·         “Maximize” – to maximize the application widget on the shared scene. Click the window to revert to the original
widget size, or choose the right-click option “restore”.

This setting will not affect the shared scene for other session participants.

·         “Iconize” – Collapse the application widget to an icon on the shared scene. You return to the normal widget size
by clicking the icon or choosing the right-click option “Deiconize” 

When iconized, you can identify the owner of the shared application by mousing over the application share icon,
see the figure below:

Figure 26 - Iconized widget shared by user "ieveask"

The corresponding “Deiconize” option which appears when right-clicking over an iconized application-share will
de-iconize the share placing the opened application-share in the scene. “Deiconize” can be used to open one
or more iconized application–shares at the same time.

 
·         “Reset rotation” – Reset any rotation applied on the application widget.

·         “Reset size” – Reset the size of the application widget to default size.

·         “Share / Grab interaction”  - Controls session participants access to the shared application. Depending on the
ownership of the shared application, either the “Share interaction” or “Grab interaction” command is presented in
the context menu:

o    “Share interaction” – Allows the owner of the application to control other project participant’s application
interaction. The “Share interaction” command icon shows the current application share state:

Shared interaction:                    Other meeting participants may take control over (grab) the
application.

Interaction not shared (default): Other meeting participants are prevented to interact with the
application. 

 

o    “Grab interaction” - grab control over an application that another meeting participant has shared. The
“Grab interaction” command icon shows the current grab state.



Application grabbed:                You are interacting with the shared application. Click “Grab
interaction” to release control.

Available application:              The application is available for interaction. Click “Grab Interaction” to
grab control.

Unavailable application:           The shared application is not available for interaction.

 

If a shared application is grabbed by a meeting participant, the application widget displays colored bars on the
left and right side. The color is the same as the color of the grabbing participant’s video widget audio activity bar.

Figure 27 - Application grabbed by a project participant

 
Video widget context menu
The Video Widget has a right-click context menu that can be used to perform special functions such as maximizing the
widget, resetting the widget rotation and resetting the widget's scale. The widget context menu can be seen in the figure:

 



Figure 28 - Video widget context menu

 

Video widget specific options:

·         “Send back” – If the video widget covers other widgets within the shared scene, this selection will send the
video widget to the background of the shared scene. Click the video widget to return it to the foreground.

Left-click the widget to return its presentation to the front of the shared scene.

·         “Maximize” – Select to maximize the video widget on the shared scene. Click the window or choose the right-
click option “restore” to revert to the original widget size.

This setting will not affect the shared scene for other session participants.

·         “Reset rotation” – Reset any rotation applied on the video widget.

·         “Reset size” – Reset the size of the video widget to default size. 

 

Options
 

To adjust the settings for B2|Virtual Arena, bring up the options dialog by selecting "Tools" > "Options" from the top
menu bar.

 

Figure 29 - Opening the Options dialog

The “User options” dialog box will open, and you can configure the audio, video settings and choose the B2 Media
Server to use during a virtual collaboration session.

 



Audio options
Virtual session audio configuration is performed by selecting the “Audio” tab of the User Options dialog box.

 

Figure 30 - User Options (audio subsection)

 

Note that the “Playback device” pull-down menu is not available for editing. This is the situation when a project session is
active. This is due to limitations in the audio processing module, which do not allow changing of playback devices during
active audio streaming.

The available audio configuration properties are:

 

Input device selection(microphone)
Select  a device from the “ Input device” pull-down menu. The pull-down menu will display all audio input
devices currently connected to the PC.

 

Recording volume level adjustment
Adjust the volume level using the “ Volume” slider while speaking into the microphone. Review the volume
gauge placed over the volume slider as you adjust volume. You want the green meter to peak at about 80%.

Note that on some input devices adjusting the volume slider has little or no effect. The "Boost" slider will
increase or decrease the recording volume of your input device if the volume slider adjustment range is not
sufficient.

 However, adjusting the boost level will boost background noise as well. 

When you're not speaking, the volume gauge should be invisible or only show a couple of bars for the best user
experience. An area microphone, like those embedded in a web-camera, will cause volume gauge to rest around
half full when you're not speaking, and thus degrade the experience for other users with unpleasant background
noise.



 

 

Default audio share configuration

This controls the default settings for the Audio button on the button toolbar. When checked, your audio will
automatically be shared when a project collaboration session is started.

 

 

 

Video options
The video settings are managed from the "Video" tab of the User options dialog box, as shown in the figure below:

 

Figure 31 - User options (video subsection)

 
The available Video configuration properties are:

 

Video framerate
Use this field to adjust the default video camera framerate between 1 and 30 pictures per second.

The default framerate setting is 10. If you are using a low bandwidth connection, a lower setting is
recommended to avoid audio and video distortion. In a high bandwidth connection, you can increase the
framerate for better video quality. 

Start with video share
Check this option to automatically start transmission of own video when entering a virtual meeting. The default



setting is unchecked, and you need to click the “Video” button to enable transmission of video from your video
camera.

Receive video from other meeting participants
Check this option to automatically receive video transmission from other virtual meeting participants. This default
setting is checked. In a low bandwidth connection, it may be advantageous to uncheck this button to ensure
better quality on the audio transmission and application sharing.

Camera

Use this field if you have more than one camera and need to choose a different camera from the default option. If
you have a laptop with an inbuilt camera you may want to attach and choose an external camera instead. Note
that this option does not allow you to have more than one video feed at a time, it just allows you to choose an
alternative video source.

B2|Media Server options
The "Media Server" section allows you to select which B2|Media Server you shall use for audio and video streaming:

 

Figure 32 - User options (Media Server)

 

The pull-down menu will show all B2|Media Servers the system administrator have allocated for the B2|Collaboration and
Integration Server you are connected to. The B2|Media Server field will usually contain a description, please make sure
you select the one that is closest to you in the network. If unsure ask your network administrator.
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